Quilt Square
A Ruth Ditls Design for Rainbow Gallery

MATERIALS
6" x 6"—#14 mono canvas (White); #22 Tapestry needle; Stretcher bars to fit
1 card each of the following:
Mandarin Floss M824-Dark Wedgwood, M842-Straw, M851-Antique Violet, M852-Dark Violet, M883-Sage;
Rainbow Tweed RT61-Harvest Mauve; Heart Button from Just Another Button Co.-#3341

1. Find center of canvas, count up and over 8 canvas intersections. Stitch a 16x16 border in
   Tent Stitch with M883. Always use 6 strands of Mandarin Floss. Fill in center with
   Basketweave in M842. See Master Chart, color legend.
2. Stitch a row of Smyrna Crosses (Diagram #1) in RT61 around entire center area.
3. Continue with a row of Mosaic Stitch (Diagram #2) in M824; row of Rice Stitch, legs in
   M852, cross legs in M851 (Diagram #3); Scotch Stitch (Diagram #4) in Rainbow Tweed
   (4 strands).
4. Put heart in center of square. See picture.

Diagram #1
Smyrna Cross

Diagram #2
Mosaic Stitch

Diagram #3
Giant Rice Stitch

Diagram #4
Scotch Stitch
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